Madison Site Governance Team (SGT) Minutes 2-27-24  Start 3:45 PM

Adjourned 4:56

Attendance: Kevin McDonnell, Lili Fuller, Fred Hildgers, Betty Martinez, Arinn Smith, Janis Tan, SGT meeting in room 104.

Minutes:

Janis Tan motion to approve, Lili Fuller 2nd-Approve January minutes pass 6:0

Engage PLC’s to see how they can help with recruitment. Generate questions for staff, whole site activities? Pushing into other schools-taking groups to cluster schools, inviting students here for IPledge and Picture Yourself at Madison inviting into classrooms for activities

Vote on Citizenship Janis Tan moves to approve, Lili Fuller 2nd motion Approved 6:0

Madison citizenship rubric 2

Finals info: data from staff survey shows that staff would like to retain a Finals schedule Lili Reeves

Assigned time home for 11th graders: Currently 28 students, 21 requests for 24-25 year Lili will get staff input regarding the Pro’s/Con’s

Community schools grant discussion on .2 staff positions. Hilgers sent email with job description, Informational zoom 2/27/24 Recommendation due to District by 4-30-24. Need a sub committee: to develop a rubric/list of criteria to create interview questions. Fred will reach out for questions. Janis will be on the committee. Open to staff at next staff meeting.

Bell schedule for 2024/25 Fuller

Roundtable discussion

ByLaws

Next Meeting 4-19-24